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From.the Editor

In this issue we call your attention to student poetry. Most all
undergraduates attempt poetry at one time or another, out of the
feeling, I think, that poetry is the ultimate form of communication.
Of course, undergraduate poetry seldom reaches that level. But one
of the real values of it is that it enables us to better know what poetry
is like, very often through seeing what it is not like. It intensifies our
appreciation of the art itself. The stuff is very often passed over as
sentimental, an indulgence in fantasy. Yet those who do so miss the
point that good poetry conveys an emotional truth. It teaches us
about ourselves. To those who would dismiss modern poetry as too
obscure, I can only point out that even Browning was thought to be
incomprehensible by some of his contemporaries. Poetry has to be
worked at, it is true; most anything of value does. I don't expect to
here, convert the masses to reading poetry. It may very well be des
tined only for academics and poets. Be that as it may, the majority of
Hika readers are neither poets nor students of literature. So I feel the
need to justify that which to many may need no justification. It does
not hurt to be self-conscious.
The next issue will contain an interesting array of outside poets,
some well-known, others not so well-known, most of them published.
It promises to be, I think, a very exciting and wide gathering. I would
also call your attention to the upcoming Kenyon Film Festival, one of
the best things to happen here in a long time. Entries have been sub
mitted which have already won international prizes. Hika will concern
itself with the festival in the spring issue.
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GEOFFREY A. COOK

A Paranoical Vision of the Fourth Dusk
of the Seventh Today of Me
See all the pretty people making
obscene gestures at he not seen, but
loved in the groin, in the head, not
well fed at all, where he goes in pairs,
over there, very rare at some times
brother; his hair shines fair with Northern
flare; his right hand is red when some are
lead where others fear to tread, and his
left hand is black, and sometimes green when
he leans upon a stalk, and tries to talk.

GEOFFREY A. COOK

A Eulogy for Armstice Day, 1965
The brillance of this the battling sun
out radiates and cinerates the eyes
of ceitful servers marching through mudcaked March fields in the wind-baked cloud of day
pushed long by Fickle Aeol lately roused
from the feast-filled nap of Blameless and
Black Ethiops, both friends and lovers of
the Kingly Zdeos, the One Father who
away in all ways sleeps right through this day.
4

GEOFFREY A. COOK

The Poet as Prophet
Slithering through the cyclical ages has been the almost absurd
desire for communication, the inexplicable need of Adam's progeny.
For most of the eyeless inhabitants of our flat, terrestial waste this
was satisfied by the most rudimentary types of physical contact. But,
even in the most primeval of civilized human existance, to the sighted
ones, this was not satisfactory. In confused images, they saw the third
dimension from their second dimensional world. Frightened by their
chance election into the mysteries, they experienced the ecstatic state,
mystically feeling the need to communicate to their blind world. And,
so, they expressed. And what they expressed became art. This art
was the reflection of the third dimensional world in terms of their
second dimensional world. These creations were shadows upon the
wall. Yet, the herd could not go beyond the second dimensionality
of that wall. Fearing, they drove the artists into the most inconspicu
ous corners. These, their prophets were not honored in their own
lands. Descended from these flagellated outcasts, is the modern poet,
the alienated prophet to this age.
Crucial to the comprehension of the modern poet is an under
standing of his art. What, then, is poetry? Poetry is an emotional
response to an external or an internal stimulus, acting upon the poet,
which is, in turn, refined by his intellect, and, thereby, putting it into
its own terms (i.e. gives it poetic form); then, it is transmitted into a
medium (e.g. words upon paper); then, it is experienced in this form
by an appreciator, first, by means of his intellect, which, if his atti
tude is right, should produce an emotional response that may or may
not correspond (usually it does not) to the original response of the
creator. Within this process the primary response to the intial stimu
lus should be brought from the particular to the general. That is, the
poet's art (through the poetical means at the poet's disposal) brings
the emotional reponse from its logical context in time and place into
the universal scheme — whether it may appear rational or absurd.
This is poetry, almost. For the definition still lacks one thing
Breath. This Breath is not the same thing as spirit, or soul, or even
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essence. It is the inexplicable mystical, creative force, giving life and
form, animating from formless and lifeless objects. Poetry has certain
characteristics that are unexplainable which produce a poet, who is
a creator-god in the midst of his own creation.
Cicero, in fact, calls them holy in his speech, Pro Achaea Poeta:
. . . poetam natura ipsa valere et mentus viribus excitari et quasi
divinio quoddam spiritu infari. Qua re suo iure noster ille Ennius sanctus apellat poetas, quod quasi deorum aliquo dono atque munere
commendati nobis esse videantur . . ."

The true poet's "divine" inspiration is the Breath. The ancients
anthropomorhized this Breath into the personalities of the Muses.
The epic writers realized that they were only receptacles of the
Muses:
"Sing, goddess, the anger of Peleus' son Achilleus"

Therefore, the modern poet has a duty to be receptive to his muse,
and to follow her no matter where she may lead him. A poet who is
not a poet does not have a compulsive Muse round about him. His
products, although they may be technical masterpieces, lack Breath,
and, thereby, they fail.
t
What does this "holy" characteristic signify? A short while ago
a small literary magazine held a contest. The prize was for the best
essay defining the poet as priest. This contest was fallacious for,
essentially, the poet is not a priest. Due to the definition of his art,
and due to the music influence upon him, the poet should be described
as a prophet. The poet does not create from nothing, but rather he
creates from a special transcendental gift. He is an instrument of an
unknown hierarchy. He is the transmitter from one order to another.
Therefore, a poet is a person who demonstrates, through his art, the
existence (or, at least the possibility of the existence) or another
reality. For this reason it is possible for the poet to create without
having an immediate understanding of his creation. Robert Frost
once said that a poet's interpretation of his own poetry is only as
valid as any other competent critic's. The intrinsic value of a creation
to its creator is the possibility it gives to the creator to understand
his creation. Thereby, he may gain an understanding of himself and
the influences acting upon him.
In Thomas Mann's novel, Tonio Kroger, the protagonist, a wri
ter, in one of his speeches states:
"You can disguise yourself, you can dress up like an attache or a
lieutanent of the guard on leave; you hardly need give a glance or
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speak a word before everyone knows you are not a human being, but
something else: something queer, different, inimical."

The holiness of the poet of which Cicero speaks has lead naturally
enough to the separation and the alienation of the poet from his
society.
If an artist is to live out the drama that his talent has ordained
for him, he must come to the realization of the necessity of his segre
gated position. He must, also, realize that his public, his hearers, and
critics, are essentially hostile. Without this knowledge, and the con
sequent acceptance of it, the artist is bound to his own natural and
perpetual medicority and mortality. Yet, at the same time, the art
ist's alienation from his environment must not prevent him from ex
pression. This, almost, becomes a tragic fault in the cognizant poet;
for he realizes that he ultimately can not communicate with his pub
lic, but still he keeps trying to do so. In a way the poet hopes that
he may be accepted by the blond and blue-eyed, if he can be under
stood by them. So he keeps fighting against the undefeatable cosmic
forces of his fate. The poet, therefore, has unwillingly become a
bridge, the only possible link of communication and understanding
over the steep and surf-ridden gorge, btween his people and the high
gods — the Christs, Socrates, and Buddhas.
Because of the alienation from the blond-barbaric society, the
traditional outlets to normal experience are closed, and, therefore,
are channeled into experiences that are continually more divergent
from that of the bestial normalacy. Thus, the aura created by the
Muses has caused a never-ending progression that constantly further
separates the poet from his listeners. For this reason communication
eventually breaks down between the majority of humanity and the
poet. G. I. Gurdjieff in his allegorical autobiography, Meetings with
Remarkable Men, relates of a supposed conversation with a monk,
who said that the quality of perception in a listener is directly pro
portional to his experiences. That is to say that true understanding
of any work of art demands an ability of the appreciator to identify
(by means of rememberance of one's own similiar experiences) with
the intial experience of the artist. Since the experiences of the poet
may be completely alien from that of the majority of his readers, pre
cise communication is impossible with them.
Is there any hope that complete and ultimate communication
can be achieved? In a conversation, a friend, who is writing verygood-but-generally-incomprehensible poetry, said that he was writing
in the hope that at sometime a person on his way to wherever he,
7

himself may have been going, may read his poems, and that this ex
perience may help this other person to understand himself. In other
words the only hope for the poet to communicate is if this other per
son has, the sensitivity of an artist.
But, then, can a poet write poetry which alienated humanity can
read, and have a positive experience? The answer is yes. Good ex
amples of this phenomena are found in the works of T. S. Eliot and
Ezra Pond. Consider the reasons for the popularity of their poetry.
It is certainly not based on the ease of their comprehensibility. It
is based rather for most of their readers on their technical mastery
of their media. For, although the mass of the trivia-oriented have
almost no chance to comprehend their meaning, they can still sense
the symmetrical movement in their works, and, thereby, these other
people may obtain a positive experience. These people are the pre
servers of literature. If there is any hope that a piece of art may sur
vive, these people must first be convinced that it has a validity for
them.
Granted the truth of the above discoveries, what is the poet to
do? A poet seriously interested in publication should try to make his
creation an experience which tbe common man should be able to
appreciate, too. At the same time the serious poet must reject those
nihililistic and anarchistic views on art (such as the so-called concerte poets) which say that communication should become a second
ary concern, while a primary concern should be expression. Intrinsic
to the concept of poetry and art is that its primary concerns are both
communication and expression, even, though, at the same time, the
creator may realize that communication is impossible. For poetry is
a balance between sound and sense. As Pope wrote:
"The sound must seem an echo to the sense"

In more modern terms, poetry should be an attempt to balance the
desire for logical communication, and the desire for anarchistic ex
pression.
Forgotten by the modern world is the fact that poetry is meant
to be read aloud. It is an atempt to re-create emotional responses
through words. Poetry is ideally a symmetrical, yet mutual coordina
tion between the rational and the emotional faculties. For in the
poetic experience, the emotional responses are re-created after they
have been first filterd through the intellect. That is to say that emo
tional experience is represented in terms of images and sounds that
must first be received, and, then, interpreted by the mind, which, in
8

turn, creates or re-creates conditions which will produce a corres
ponding emotional response. But in our age the poetic art has been
prostituted by the influence of the printing press. Through this
machine, and its ultimate literary creation — journalism, language
has gone from the domain of the tongue and ear to the eye, which, in
turn, has implanted it deeply within the mind. The result has been
a cultural inability to appreciate poetry. A serious modern poet is
almost forced to over-emphasize sound in order to retrain the ears
of our civilization. For poetry is both an emotional and an intellec
tual experience, and emotionality has been proven most effectively
expressed through sound.
The whole problem of sound and sense leads us to another con
troversy of the modern age i.e. to what degree should technique play
in poetry. After the intial burst of creative energy, a process of re
writing is usually instituted in order that the meaning may be made
consistent with the form. In this process, it is imperative that the
poet be a master of the various tools at his disposal. In other words
the poet should have a complete control and mastery over his medium
i.e. language. For without this knowledge (that will eventually de
velop into a love), a poet can not be produced, even though, the
Breath possess him.
Here the beat versus the academic controversy can be breached.
The majority of the academics have emphasized the technical over
the Breath; while most of the "beats" have emphasized the Breath
over the technical. Both groups fail as poets. The true realm of poetry
is where these two views converge as a balance. T. S. Eliot has pre
dicted that there will be a tendency to revert back to more formal
metre and stanza patterns. This should develop out of a reaction to
those extremes which our modern age has been addicted. Also, many
new forms and combinations of forms should be produced out of the
desire of poets to retain the old symmetry between sound and sense.
The ultimate goal of all art is truth. In this high-sounding gen
erality, the abstract objective of poetry has been stated. As all objec
tives it is achieved most logically through an objective process. P. D.
Ouspensky in his philosophical masterpiece, In Search of the Miracu
lous, differentiates between objective art and subjective art. He claims
that only objective art should be produced by a good artist. Objec
tive art is that quality that lifts the logical, primary, stimulusoriented emotional response of the creator into the universal cosmic
context, which in turn, should be implanted upon the emotions of the
appreciator at the time he experiences the artistic form. Many people
9

would disclaim that the ego of the artist has any place within his
produce. But a few artists in their great subjectivety have reached
the very heights of objectivety. For example within the last decade
in the art of the cinema, Fellini's 8V2 has reached objective pikes by
subjective means. What is needed by the artist to achieve this objectiveness is the ability to separate himself from his creation, and,
thereby, by conscious development, to show others, and to see him
self, how his subjective artistic experience reflects objective universals. At the same time as fulfilling his functions as prophet, the
poet may fulfill the command of the Delphic Oracle: "Know Thyself."
What, then, is fitting subject matter for the contemporary poet?
The answer to this question lies within the metahistorical feeling and
trends of our own age. For the artist is a product of his society; at
the same time he is a pioneer destroying, creating, and shaping his
environment. As the Nietzschian Zarathustra states:
". . . whoever must be a creator in good and evil, verily, he must first
be an annihilator and break values."

To answer the first question, a second one has to be asked: In what
way is our society unique? By this procedure the ways and means in
which the poet of our age may be original and vital can be seen.
Our Western culture is in a pang of synthesis. Central to any cul
tural view is the way in which the culture tends to repeatedly answer
the problem of the relationship of the individual with a Totality —
the Wholely Other (whether it is called God, the state, or the uni
verse) . Our culture has tended to answer this question by saying that
there is the possibility of union with the Totality, and, thereby, the
possibility of comprehension; therefore, there can be an ultimate
breakdown of the barriers between the Mysterium and the indi
vidual. At the same time thinkers of hybrid cultural backgrounds
have injected popular philosophies that are basically incompatible
with our culture. The two most prominent and dangerous of these
philosophies developed out of the economic research of Karl Marx
and the psychological research of Sigmund Freud. These men were
working upon phenomena that to them represented a Totality. They
both came from a similar sub-culture that solved the Totality-indi
vidual relationship in a way that was alien to the Western cultural
solution. For both these basis for philosophical thought implied that
the individual's relationship was that of complete and incomprehen
sible separation. Therefore, what has been implanted upon the minds
of Western man has been, a culturally paradoxical and insoluble
problem.
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What does this all mean to the poet, the prophet? By his very
envolvement in life, the artist has to come to terms with his surround
ing environment. He, being the sensitive, alienated one, is among the
first of his society to do so. He is the one, who now embodies the
spirit of his age which is only realized by the blind flock following
much later. Since this period is a time of antitheical differences, the
poet is the person who reflects those differences. For instance in the
poetic and prophetic prose of Franz Kafka, the reader feels the hor
ror of this other cultural challenger, hovering, and, finally, descend
ing upon the individual. The Russian poet, Yevgeny Yevtuskenko
shows in his poetry a purely Western hope that he somehow may
achieve union with his idealistic humanism. While the "beat" Allen
Ginsberg reverts into a wholely non-Western mysticism. Yet, at the
same time there is a confusion within the modern poets, too. For
their artistic paths seem to be re-actions against the current popular
cultural view. Yevtuskenko's Western idealism is for Marxian social
ism, Ginsberg retreat into non-Western mysticism was by his subse
quent rejection of Marxian-tinged Western society. All these revers
ions and re-actions have become true rebellions. Since many of the
modern artists carry this rebellion into their art, they produce artis
tic rebellions. Although most of the poets show signs of cultural syn
thesis, their rebellion is still too fluid and inconsistent to reflect a
society clearly in synthesis.
Therefore, the modern poet is by necessity a synthesizer, if he is
to be vital to his public. Since the major metahistorical concern of
our age deals with the relationship of man with his Totality, the way
has been open to the question of all relationships. So, the most vital
poems to our age in this historical sense are the poems that are in
volved with relationships. The poet in his subject matter should be
continually trying to resolve his rebellion, and, thereby, gaining re
birth. If the poet is able to synthesize his antithical environment in
his own mind, then, it follows that his culture will soon be able to
synthesize it in its own mind. For the poet, as prophet, suffers now
what others will suffer later, and he rejoices in that which others will
rejoice in later.
But there is one more factor that has to be considered before
concluding. That is the timeless vitality of the great poets. A poet's
vitality should be able to transcend his time and space; so that he
may never be found lacking. Such is the quality that is found in a
poet such as Homer. For, Homer, answering the needs of his own
times, was able to bring them into their non-temporal, spatial-less
11

context. This is the poet's duty; this is his honor that he should gain
glimpses of that which is higher, and bring it down to his people
below.
In conclusion the poet has become a prophet because of his
almost supernatural gift of expression. A gift which is an acute power
of preception. Through this power the poet is able to see through the
blindness of this world to gain glimpses at times of the true reality.
Expressed, this preception becomes frightening to ordinary humanity.
The poet is outcast, yet, no matter how hard he tries, the poet can
not deny his poetry. If the poet is to exist, he has to learn to live
with his environment and his separation from it. Through various
means, he tries to communicate. Failing, he compromises. A true art
is striven for, where, if his listeners can't understand, they can at least
experience, while the artist's meaning is still kept for those who can
know. But even that in the end is a failure. For humanity has lost
the ability to hear. Still the poet struggles almost self-destructively.
Being a lesser god, he has entered himself into the eternal Gotterdamerung.

MICHAEL K. BERRYHILL

Hunting
In a goatshed we, my father and I,
kneeled on burlap sacking,
laid rifles on bales of hay and
like children for their father
waited for the sliding forms of deer.
We peered through the slit of
pine two by four and corragated tin,
peered through the mist,
used scraps of sheet
for handkerchiefs.
12

My father smoked cigarettes
and as the smoke curled quietly
the deer came, an oatfield full of them.
And not a one had horns.
Not once did we feel the kick
see the leap of silver beast.
(When you click the safety off
a running buck will freeze
and then you shoot him.
My uncle got one that way.)
The cold made my nose run,
the stock chilled my check;
does and fawns and tiny unhorned bucks
nibbled at the wild oats.
The deer didn't miss the goats.
For two hours we kneeled.
My nose dripped,
my breath fogged the gun metal
while the deer slipped idly
from the live-oak woods
to the oatfield and back again
to vanish in the warming morning.
Afternoons deer sleep huddled in thickets.
Perhaps they heard me shoot
a black, silent, winging form.
Rush of feather — he flew off to die.
(Two deer can be shot identically
and one will keel over
and the other will run five hundred yards.
So my father told me.)
Buzzards keep the land clean.
His easy gliding like a shadowy buck
I had never seen.
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BILL HENDRICKS

At the Lagoon of the
Cleveland Museum of Art
Mud so thick you couldn't see,
Could not see it through water on top.
The night had left its sweat slung
Out on the warm black pool.
Damp grey walls stacked up the water.
Their mud-stained sides shone in spots
Where mats of green ivy held
The jagged traces of mortar.
There on the wall in the forest of ivy
Two solid girls reclined
And spread their heavy white arms
Over each other's back.
Young girls resting in mutual embrace,
Casting their glances on languid regions
From the grove of twined green ivy,
Sad eyes smiling.
Black faces laughing sprang
In there and tripped, shouting, falling
Round the statue's base. I see them
Falling, laughing — gone in the sun.
The sun in Rio sings the peaks
Where the massed dark hovels cling
Above their goal — they spit and start
The falling silken sewers.
14

Orpheus singing, taut joy
Tumbling on a knife's bright edge.
Cut loose from need, wild laughter
Leaping to bleed out the sun.
Black Brazilian death and the Lesbian nymphs.
The sun on the concrete slams
My forehead; my cold eyes ache.
Sobbing, I am blind.

MICHAEL KIRCHBERGER

The Bucket Rider
The wind carried me
through the fluttering brown sky,
past half-naked sign posts,
gravel roads with white clouds
hugging the once tumescent earth,
past misty-breathed young horsemen,
past coughing rainbow cars,
I am the autumnal bucket rider,
seeking warmth,
sailing with my jib-like jacket.
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MICHAEL KIRCHBERGER

Amphetamine
A pregnant eye
watches
over the glazed wasteland.
Minute rubytopazdiamonds
softly slide
as wind
drifts lazily.
The blazing bubble above
continues to expand.
Eddies of shimmering heat
form huge green castles
as real as the firework heavens
that erupt
as the bubble bursts
and the mind cools.
My body is sunburnt;
I walk through rain-glazed streets,
letting the soft drops
salve.
Somewhere, the Golden Fleece
still hangs against the sky,
guarded,
circled with fire.
Do leaves fall from that tree?
I would rake brittle brown
with flexing toes,
and dig them into
soft, fertile earth.
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CARL THAYLER

Daffunny
FOR LOLLY AND DEBORAH
A page splayed
with flowers
opening
past
one corner
of the house
shown.
Our imaginations
live there,
a place
to hang our hats,
tending those flowers.
In a pink house on a high hill lived two little girls who were
supposed to answer to the names of Lolly and Deborah Ruth but
rarely did when somebody called them. They lived with two smiles,
one cat, and their family, but with only one frown.
Their spotted cat Daffunny did not make things easier, for under
her whiskers, which are not strange for a girl cat, was the frown.
"What to do about that frown?" asked the girls, who wanted it.
"What to do about that frown?" asked Daffunny, who did not want
it, while they ran upstairs and down, into the yard and out, trying
to decide.
The girls wanted the frown because they were always making up
rules not to break and breaking rules made up for them, and it was
very hard to think without frowning.
At night, before going to bed, after hanging their clothes in the
closet and putting their ribbons in a blue box on top of the dresser.
17

they looked into the mirror and watched their smiles disappear in
the glass. But Daffunny, who had no pajamas, wore her frown to sleep.
One night Daffunny had an idea. She waited until the girls were
asleep, then walked, carefully, quietly, to the foot of the dresser, sat
down, and frowned. She was thinking. The top of the dresser was too
high for her to reach without first jumping onto the girls' bed, which
she dare not do, because that would wake them. Looking about, she
saw two of the girls' balloons tied to a chair in the corner. Daffunny
raised her tail high in the air and trotted to the chair and jumped
up on it. With her claws she freed the balloons and held on tight. Up
she rose, straight to the roof, over the girls' chairs, dresser, and even
the moon in the window, she went; and there she stayed.
Cats have no fear of height," she thought, "or is it water? Until
I am certain I better come down." In the moonlight she could see
the mirror over the dresser. "I started this for a purpose," Daffunny
said, And I can't give up! I must reach the mirror, and that calls
for grace, and grace, Daffunny knew, was part of a cat's nature. She
frowned, how shall I start?" she thought. Meanwhile, the draft
from the window caused her to float back and forth across the room,
aimlessly.
She frowned harder; all of a sudden she had an idea. Letting go
of one balloon she came down even with the mirror, but a breeze car
ried her to the other side of the room. "I must steer myself, but how?"
Daffunny wondered. She thought of all the things she could do and
all the things the girls had shown her to do but she could not think
of a way to steer herself, and was carried any way the breeze blew.
"I give up," she said. "This is impossible, and I can do only pos
sible things, like wiggle my ears, which I learned from the girls." And
because it made her laugh behind her frown, she wiggled her ears, and
all of a sudden she moved backward, then forward, and to both sides.
"I did it!" I can steer myself," she purred. And waiting for a good
breeze, she wiggled her ears and sailed to the dresser where she
landed. The smiles came out brightly on the surface of the mirror
because it was very funny to see Daffunny wiggle her ears. She tied
the balloon to a door knob, and then, with one of her paws, caught
the brightest smile. She put it on under her whiskers to replace the
frown that stayed in the mirror. Daffunny was very happy. She
jumped to the floor and went to sleep smiling.
When the girls awoke next morning, they went to the mirror to
brush their hair, and discovered to their joy, that a frown was there.
Let me wear it to breakfast," Lolly said, "Because I have a lot on
18

my mind." Deborah Ruth agreed after it was decided that she could
wear the frown that evening. The girls tied their hair back so they
could see straight ahead and went downstairs to breakfast.
When they sat down their mother smiled at them, but Lolly
could not smile back. "Are you ill, dear?" her mother asked, "No, I'm
not," Lolly answered her. "I'm just thinking." "Try not to think too
hard, dear," their mother said, "or you will grow whiskers like Daffunny's to hide your frown." The girls looked at each other. "You
take it," Lolly said to Deborah Ruth, "I don't like it anymore. You
can have it all day." "You keep it," Deborah Ruth said. To make
things worse, at that moment Daffunny came downstairs to have her
milk. Their mother, who was in a hurry, asked them to feed the cat
and went upstairs to get her coat. "Hurry," Daffunny said, "I'm fam
ished." "You give me my smile back first," said Lolly. "I am sur
prised at you," said Daffunny. "I will not." The girls filled her bowl
with milk without speaking another word to her. Lolly whispered
something in Deborah Ruth's ear, I cannot tell you what, because
she is a good whisperer, and they went back upstairs to get their
coats for school.
When they came home that afternoon they took the blankets off
their beds to make a tent in the yard. Daffunny peered under the
flap, but no one spoke to her. "I am alone," Daffunny thought, "The
girls have finished with me." Poor Daffunny was very sad. At dinner
time the girls' mother fed Daffunny, but she was still unhappy. "I
thought they were my best friends," and she smiled unhappily. When
bedtime came, the girls and Daffunny went upstairs silently. When
Deborah Ruth turned on the light in their room, Daffunny could not
believe her eyes. At the foot of her box was a little pair of red
pajamas. The girls did not say a word. They got ready for bed, and
leaving the light on, pretended to go to sleep. "How strange," Daf
funny thought, "Surely they love me, or why would they give me a
present. But they have not said anything to me since breakfast."
Daffunny, being a cat, was curious to see how she looked in her new
pajamas, so she hopped on the girls bed, jumped on the dresser, and
looked into the mirror.
What she saw pleased her so much that her smile was replaced
by a grin, which disproves that cruel story about a poor canary to
explain why cats grin. Now she had no use for anyone else's smile,
which made the girls, who were watching, very happy.
That is why, afterwards, everything that was worth having was
referred to as the Cat's Pajamas, or P.J.'s.
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JAMES M. GRANDILLO

Another Kind of Friendship

For only a moment
(or so it seemed)
two familiar sprites
chased across the sky
tagged and kicked the can
followed the leader
not catching up —
just like you and I.
But no,
Just a lost and lonely tiger
staring cross-eyed at a cloud.
They giggled at my window
tattooing on the pane
tried to squeeze
underneath the sill
asking daunted me
to come and make a crowd
and catch them
if I could.
But no,
Just the raindrops' tickling fingers
sliding slowly down the glass.
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They winked at me
and fled away
to laugh above the trees
slowly joined a group
about a billion strong
and faded duller
until I lost them there.
But no,
Just the interferring moonbeams
blocking all the stars from view.

CARL THAYLER

My Mother on the Grass, Convinced

Today they are both so old.
Has the grass adopted her? Why
not? My father's shortest night
was spent last night.
Stubborn and inert, Mother, you
receive less care than you deserve.
The sun interns you
in your black dress.
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MICHAEL O'BRIEN

The Little Girl With Chinese Eyes
The little girl with Chinese eyes is dragging an animal
stuffed with laughter:
The too-squeezed hen is ripped and sagging
but remains alive
And listens, in a child's way,
To what the girl with black eyes whispers.
She is singing a happy song to her childish, listening hen,
worn by nights of desperate squeezing.
As she walks across her horizon (past
The house with white shutters and the boy with red hair),
Her Chinese eyes look down and
She is forgetful of her song. Only the hen
Remembers laughing; the too-squeezed hen
Whose eyes were lost ,
in some long-ago playground.

PAUL BATES

(untitled)
Birdnested downed browned leafed tree
(scarcely one shaded, still straight
when perpendicular boughs fell parallel
early in its seasonal green,
soon mossed):
splintered base dotted by
should-be grey pregnant robin
bulging orange,
in whose funny belly are those
every child knows blue eggs.
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Symposium on Student Poetry
This symposium, held last December in the Hika office, arose out
of the need for serious evaluation of student poetry. The discussion
was recorded, then edited. It centers upon two of the better poems to
be printed in recent years in Hika, and reprinted on the opposite page.
Mike O'Brien's poem won the Robert Frost Prize in 1964, and Paul
Bates' poem won the Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize for Poetry in that
same year. Participating in the symposium were Mr. Phillip Church
and Mr. Galbraith Crump of the English department, and Michael
Kirchberger and Michael Berryhill of the Hika staff.

Berryhill. There is a real difference between what students read and
what they write. They have all sorts of very concrete ideas about
poetry when they're reading someone they know is good. But very
often in their own work they lose all perspective of what good poetry
is. They can't look at it very honestly. All their feelings are involved in
it. On the other hand, they sometimes go to the other extreme and
write a very impersonal sort of verse, full of symbols and hidden mean
ings, in an attempt not to be personal at all. Then it's completely lost
to the reader. They can't seem to get away from one extreme or the
other.
Church. I thought that the two poems that you have show a real lack
of the writer trying hard to get at exactly what he felt. There was an
experience, a reaction they had to something. In both cases it
was imagined experience. In both cases the poet settled for an
easy kind of irony, which is certainly the quickest way out, the quick
est kind of evasion. And, the ironies in both cases are as I say easy,
obvious, and don't mean very much. More important than that, it's a
kind of an evasion which is set up. How many of the students have
studied poetry enough, read it long enough to have any sense of a
poem and the form of a poem?
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Crump. I feel that their own reading of poetry has something to do
with it. You talk about having the experience which they are trying to
get down in poetry. It seems to me, that to a very large extent a stu
dent reads a poem, despite Brooks and Warren, despite all the new
critical attempts to swing them another way, still reads a poem basi
cally for what it means to him and how it makes him feel. The great
problem with writing poetry for the same person is that he is trying to
explain the feeling which he has had, but hasn't got the tools avail
able to him at this point. To make that experience objective, to get it
out of himself.
Church. He can understand the structure and form of
poem
which he knows is a great poem, analyze it in a cold-blooded way, and
yet in a way never learn about form; in the sense that when he comes
to write his own poem, he has no sense of what he can do with it.
Crump. What you say about the form and the predictableness of it re
minds me of a review I read five or six years ago written by a New
York columnist. He was asked to review the Yale Lit Mag and the
point that I remember he made very strongly was that there were no
surprises in any of the work, prose or poetry. And what he meant by
that, of course, is something "different." There were surprises, to a lay
man, I suppose, surprises in form, surprises in statement, but they
were predictable. There was no genuinely personal form; it was all
very much eclectic, in form and structure and statement. I think that
this is the same pretty much. It's best effects are the few lines when
the poet for a moment has forgotten himself, or forgottom whom he's
trying to imitate.
C hurch. I think there is a kind of paradox here. Students who try
to write poetry are primarily interested in getting out what they have
to say, or what they feel. They are not particulary interested in the
technique of the poems; many of them don't really know very much
about the form and structure of a poem. There's no experimentation
here really, with meter, sound effects, rhyme. I think what you're talk
ing about is that there are surprises, all right, in breaking the line up
all over the page. People doing this without every having written a
line that is a line. What I'm talking about is that students feel that
self-expression comes from a liberty, in so far as form goes. Or if they
are conscious of a form, they will imitate the freest kind of form they
can get. They don't realize that the true self-expression comes only
from battling the form, really setting up and establishing a pattern.
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And you have to feel the pressure of the pattern, of the form, before
that intensity of self-expression comes through, otherwise you take
the easy way out formally. You're likely also to take the easy way out
from the point of view of expression. You settle for an easy irony, for a
couple of images which somehow mean something, but you don't push
it on. What I feel in this poetry is a lack of form, at the same time a
lack of honesty, that the poet has quit long before he's ever really ex
plored honestly what he felt. I think the two are very much connected.
Crump. Another thing that's connected with the exploration is they
haven't really been forced to hit the curve, poetically. No one has ever
stood over them and said "All right, let's see you write an iambic pen
tameter line." I'm sure they could and I'm sure they would find it
much more difficult.
Berryhill. To draw an analogy, I recall reading about Monet or some
French impressionist who painted very two-dimensional paintings, no
sense of depth in them and very striking in effect. Someone took a
series of photographs of the way he painted them. He started out with
a very photographic three dimensional type of painting. And then had
to flatten the whole thing out. Nowadays, it seems to me, certain
painters and certain poets think they can achieve this effect without
having really understood the underlying superstructure of the thing.
On the other hand, I'll get a poem which is very emotional yet uses
little of what I would call poetic tools. Images, meter, more or less,
the name of the emotion can do to convey the emotion. Then maybe
they'll go to the other extreme and come up with very obtuse sort of
symbolism, almost impossible to grasp.
Church. For any undergraduate editor of a literary mag, three-fourths
of the poems submitted will be of this type, where a person really is
talking about an experience he had. He feels lonely so he talks about
loneliness. He feels a sense of beauty so he talks about beauty. But he
is completely incapable of that experience concretely, and realizing it,
in metaphor imagery, and anything else. But that's another problem.
I think the poems here are really in the next stage beyond that.
Where a student really doesn't understand the effects that his lan
guage might have. Really the thing is just never to settle for anything
easy in a poem. I wonder, "What sort of a pattern am I establishing in
this poem?", whether I am conscious of it or not. Two, three lines and
you already have a pattern, established a cadence, a tonality. But then
you ask to fourself, "Is this the right one for what I'm going to do?"
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And I recognize that I do have a pattern going, and I've got to work it
through somehow, and if I can't, then I have to find another one.
Crump. As you say, it's your poem and in this sense you can create
your own form, and obviously the lyric, in romantic poetry, for ex
ample, creates thousands of lyric stanza forms. These poems tend to
create something which is formless. That's the problem; the poet does
n't take the integrative form which fits into the poem and work with
it now. I think that form's certainly a self-controlling factor.
Church. And the result is, you know, not freedom of expression, the
result is, that the poem lacks a real experience. They lack what you
would call feeling, and they don't have feeling because they don't
have any form. They don't have any form because they don't have
any cadence, any rhythm. They don't have a vocablulary that's cal
culated. Words are used indiscriminately. Images are just sort of tos
sed in, because they sound kind of nifty. Whether they fit or not does
n't mean anything, so that the emotional quality of the poem is
drained away. The very liberty of the poem is taken.
Kirchberger. Let's look at the Bates poem. I want you to tell me how
this lacks form and how it has indiscriminate use of words, that the
words are just tossed in for no particular reason. I think that the lan
guage is very good.
Church. Well, I was going to say, this, of all the poems, has the most
direction. It's plain imitation of Hopkins and Cummings I think that
of course any poet who is serious about it, wants sooner or later to get
rid of all derivatives. I'm not to sure that any poet is ever going to be
able to get rid of it unless he goes through a period of imitation. I'm
a little appalled because I've seen in Hika so little imitation. I don't
hear Auden, Hopkins, Cummings, I don't hear anybody. I think it's
much better at this point for people to be imitating, because at least it
means that they are becoming aware of different styles, and how
people do use them. Well this poem, "Bird nested downed browned
leafed tree." is Hopkins. It seems to me that the next four lines, are
rather flat. "Scarcely one shaded," I'm not even sure of what he means
by "one shaded." I finally decided that he means not all of one color.
He doesn't do much with that. "Still straight when perpendicular
boughs fell parallel" — I'm not sure that the use of perpendicular
and parallel, this kind of geometric diction is made much of. Its not
so much in this poem that the words are used badly, but nothing
much is done with them. There's a whole attitude "towards this
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image of "pregnant robin whose funny belly" that lies somewhere in
that word funny. I don't know what it is.
Crump. It seems to me, on this one point, that good old prose might
work for poetry too. One's point-of-view has been established long be
fore one gets to that next-to-last line. And, whereas, one can say,
"yet. it's been a child's point-of-view all along," I don't think one can
know that without the last line. "Bird-nested downed browned leafed
tree" could be a child's way of saying something. But it could be in
fact a very sophisticated way.
Church. I think that just on the basis of the language, it sure isn't a
childs point of view. It might be a child's attitude, but in the lan
guage, there's another attitude altogether. A considerablely literary
viewpoint. This might be where the allusions to or the imitation of
Hopkins defeats whatever he had gained.
Kirchberger. This is one of the tensions of the poem, between the first
and the last two lines.
Berrvhill. But it's a kind of a heavy-handed gruesomeness that, in a
way, is almost too contrived.
Church. Would you agree with me, Gal, I don't feel a tension in this
poem, I feel a clash.
Crump. Putting it in quite a different way, I am not sure what I am
supposed to see other than a sort of crazy, knocked-up robin. The tree
is, I suppose, an image which one can get after a certain amount of
consideration. I think that any tension that works, if there is one,
may very well be obscured by the difficulty of seeing, concrete de
tails. Concrete detail which one can meaningfully associate with
something else. What is "dotted by?" The splintered base of the tree
is "dotted by" "should be-grey, pregnant robin." I don't know what
"dotted by" is.
Kirchberger. Well, I think what he's trying to get at is a randomness.
You have in the second and third lines, the straight, the perpendicular
and the parallel, all very Euclidean. And then, two lines down, you
get the dotted, splintered, bulging, all sort of chaotic ideas. And then
in the last, this is one thing which I find to be bad in the poem, is that
"every child knows" sort of reminds me of Williams with the "So much
depends" inverted, coming at the end. In a way, it's sort of hard to
take.
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Church. I suppose you've provided a kind of rationale for the Eucli
dean words, but this is mixed up immediately with "seasonal green"
moss. And I don't know that much is done with the Euclidean notion
here, except in a kind of abstract way.
Crump. Another problem is the form of the poem. I'm not sure I have
any sense of what the form is and contributes. The line with "mossed"
seems to be abrupt.
C hurch. You could say that's an unfinished tree, rationalize it in that
way, in terms of the theme.
( rump. \ ou can say that perhaps in the opening lines, but then you
have the remaining five lines. They don't seem to have any particular
rationale behind them. Why does the sixth line end with the
preposition "by?" These things, it seems to me, should have some
function. They should create something in terms of tone, tension,
which will work, then, with what you will come to in the next line.
Berry hill. Don't you think that the last two lines really stand out be
cause they were set up? The diction is different, it has rhyme, and its
got, I think peculiar and singular qualitie smeter, which the rest of
the poem lacks. They almost excuse the rest of the poem.
C hurch. "Every child knows blue eggs," in that sense, is kind of like
a non-ending. He's not goin to draw any conclusion from this, and in
a way, it seems to me, he should have. Coming back to the child's
notion of blue eggs seems to me a very simple kind of irony between
the destructiveness of nature and the fact that the robin and the trees
are ind of cut off right in the middle of their growth. Put up against
a kind of sentimental notion of blue eggs, it seems to me not to do
much.
( rumP- 1 thmk 1 would differ

a bit from what you just said. Blue eggs
may be sentimental; as a phrase it is one of the few, however, that
gives us something we recognize. It has its own particular emotional
aura about it, and it is, of course, the phrase which ends the poem. I
think that s one of those things which makes those last lines seem as
good as they are. You end, in fact, with one tiny detail, which is quite
c ear
ver> little like it in the poem — perhaps bulging orange, per
haps splintered base. There is very little else that one can say works.
To what extent do you think in these poems the poet is primarily
concerned with what he is saying as opposed to how he's saying it?
( hurch. Well I think Bates poem indicates someone who is really con28

cerned with form. And this is why I think of the two we're consider
ing, its probably remarkable. Because he does have a self-conscious
ness about him. To say that it isn't realized, that it isn't worked out
very well is one thing, but he seems to be trying something. A little
bit in the way of Hopkins.
Berryhill. Let's go on to Mike O'Brien's poem.
Crump. I think O'Brien's poem is concerned more with saying some
thing "deep" than anything else. Probably the fault of the poem
in my mind is that there's a message that is here, and everything else
is subordinated to it. I'm not quite sure what the message is, but it
seems to me that the Chinese girl and the red-haired boy are par
ticularized for a reason, that there is a relationship which I wouldn't
say exists primarily on a sensual level. It is a relationship that has to
do with nationalities, race, etc.
Kirchberger. I like that parenthetical phrase —
Church. This is "the house with the white shutters and the boy with
the red hair?"
Kirchberger. He jumps from the abstract, walking across the horizon,
to this very concrete notion and the parenthesis work to a large extent
more than they do in Bates' poem.
Church. This is what I've been getting at. What is the effect of estab
lishing something first as abstract as "she walks across the horizon"
and then Bang! something as particular as in the "Red Wheel-Bar-'
row," and how does that function? It's not automatically good to
move from the abstract to the particular. True it always has some
effect, but what is it here and what does it add to the poem?
Kirchberger. At that point, at the parenthetical phrase, the poem does
break, from happiness of a sort, to the sadness of the grown girl and
looking to the past that is so deep in her mind that the only thing that
can remind her of it is the "too-squeezed hen," which becomes the per
sonification of her forgotten childhood.
Crump. What forgotten childhood? She surely doesn't already have a
forgotten childhood.
Kirchberger. She's forgetful of her song as in the lines above. She is
singing a happy song to her childish listening hen worn by nights of
desperate squeezing, and then later she's forgetful of her song.
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Crump. Well, I thought she was forgetful of her song because of this
boy with the red hair.
Kirchberger. Well I don't think so.
Church. Why is she forgetful?
Kirchberger. Because she's grown up.
Church. If you say that, then somehow what I always thought was
something good "whose eyes were lost in some long-ago playground,"
that is, that the girl has not grown up is not so. She is still a little
girl hut she is old far beyond her time. That's what was always
rather good about those last two lines and the sudden switch in
perspective to the eyes of the animal which are missing.
This is why I said in the beginning that I thought something happens
in this poem. But I think I agree with you, when she walks across her
horizon past the house with the white shutters and the boy with red
hair,, her Chinese eyes look down and she is forgetful of her song.
Why do they look down? There must be some connection with what
comes immediately above — the house with the white shutters and
the boy with red hair — there must be structurally some connection,
whether he means it or not.
*
Kirchberger. I don't understand this part. It could be that it is part
of her past that her eyes are looking down as she passes the house.
Church. You must agree with Mr. Crump that this house with white
shutters and this boy with red hair must have some effect on the girl.
Kirchberger. Oh, yes.
Church. Ok then, why red hair?
( rump. I would say, that among other things, that it works with
white. And if she had black hair, for example, you wouldn't know he
wasn't an Oriental himself.
( hurch. Does she merely have eyes like a Chinese girl and she's not
not really an Oriental? Maybe we're assuming too much.
Crump. She's a Chinese-eyed girl who tore the eyes out of her doll or
maybe the eyes have simply worn away. But it's more than simply an
adjective describing a certain type of eyes.
Church. I would think so.
Berryhill. I think there is a suggestion about the carelessness and the
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"unfeelingness" that children have. Children can be very cruel and
their minds can be going one way one minute and the next minute the
other. In other words, she can look down and for no reason at all for
get her song. And it's the very- fact that she has the dead, sagging hen
in her hand which creates this contrast. An adult couldn't forget that
he has a dead, sagging hen with no eyes in his hand. But a child can
forget this. But why? Only because of a very vague tenous idea of
walking past this house sets her mind going somewhere else.
Church. That's why I've always sort of liked this poem, because of
the peculiar relationship between the girl and the hen. That relation
ship wouldn't really come home unless somehow at the end — and he
pulls this off — this damned hen is kind of transformed and suddenly
we're looking way back, how far back one's not even sure, but back
to the playground, and I'm not sure I can explain rationally why, the
hen has no eyes. The poem has to me an emotional quality. There's
an experience here. I think that Gal is perfectly right — there"s a lot
of wasted energy here, and there is a kind of formlessness here but he
does pursue this thing right on through, and even though formally its
kind of hacky, at least I can't say that I don't get a feeling from this
poem. I genuinely do.
Crump. I agree, for a different reason. It seems to me the question of
the Chinese eyes or the hen's eyes is clearly the strongest thing in the
poem. It's a relationship which is indirect, takes us away from the idea
that the poem was really working with.
Kirchberger. How would you be critical of the form of the poem, the
way it's written, the use of language?
Church. Well, on a very simple level, I think it's prolix. The little girl
with Chinese eyes is dragging, is that better than "drags an animal0"
The "too squeezed hen" seems to me okay. "Is ripped and sagging but
remains alive" that seems to me to go flat and prosaic. Maybe it's that
syntactical "but" in there that seems to me prosaic because you don't
need the word. I don't like that "desperate squeezing" in there be
cause I think that by now if he's done anything, he should be able to
say that whatever she's singing to this listening hen, "worn by nights
of squeezing" is a lot more immediate than again to name it, to try to
tell us that this was desperate. While it seems to me that the image
succeeds and you don't have to say "desperate" at that point.
"And she walks across her horizon" I don't know quite
what he has there; I suppose, if this is the kind of girl that she is in
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fact, what is the notion of "her horizon?" I don't know quite what to
do with that. I have some associations but I'm not sure I can tell if
the association I had with her walking across the horizen were relevant
or not. From there on, it's not so bad. It's hard to say what's wrong. I
don't get a sense of shape here particularly. There is a kind of curve
in the emotion. It's hard to talk about what's wrong with the poem
formally when it doesn't have much form. It's not bad; single-mindedly it works through to rather a good ending.
Crump. What you said about the earlier conjunctions remains true.
The long line — "The house with the white shutters," and so forth,
moves very well, except for the one conjunction — within the center of
the line, which seems to break the whole thing. It destroys the flow of
the line. The conjunction "and" in the next line doesn't want to
he the end of the line, as in the line above that with "past." It's wordly, prolix, and misses its form at crucial points. "Too-squeezed," as
you said, is the same as "desperate squeezing."
Church. But in these lines she is forgetful of her song. Only the hen
remembers laughing, the "too-squeezed hen whose eyes were lost in
some long-ago playground." That is lined fairly well.
#>
Crump. Don't you think, going back to "walking across her hori
zon," that that's a loaded phrase.
Church. I would guess it is. I would be interested in knowing what he
had in mind there. He might have 5 or 6 more lines and an other angle
altogether crowded into that one notion.
Crump. This is where the "horizon" and the "white shutters and red
hair" plus the "Chinese eyes" make me feel that another line develops
the theme.
Church. The association I have is of an image of a girl walking in a
simplified and stylized kind of landscape, not really connected with
anything round her but this raggy-taggy doll. And she sort of moving
out across this barren plain toward a hill, across a type of surreal land.
And sitting there, in a kind of painting, is this house with just the
shutters and a kid with red hair. It's surreal in its starkness. She's
headed nowhere, she's in no contact except with this one thing, and as
you say Mike, she's apparently triggered by something. So she's sort
of living in her own world, a kind of world, which because of the kind
of girl she is, most everything has been selected out of, so that she's re
sponding to practically nothing. And then she has the worn and hand32

led doll in contrast to the stylized and clear house with white shutters
and the boy with red hair. It's a Williams — like sort of purity or cold
ness there.
Crump. Does it suggest farm to you? I'd like to know what you think
the word "hen" does to this poem, do you think this is a good kind of
word to have in the poem?
Kirchberger. Yes, in a way because the hen becomes a type of mother
hen to this girl who is forlorn and alone. Yet the hen is not even alive,
it's stuffed, and this is the only thing she identifies with. At the end
she doesn't even identify with that.
Church. Why isn't it named at the beginning. And what's the effect
of moving from animal to hen?
Berryhill. The hen can exist in reality as a stuffed hen but it also
exists as a live hen. Just as the sphinx in "The Second Coming" is a
live beast and walks away, I think the stuffed hen really works as a
live animal.
( hurch. So you have a sense here of her literaly pummelling the
pet to death.
Berryhill. Certainly. I keep feeling that the hen is not an ordinary
stuffed animal. I've never seen a stuffed hen in a toy store; stuffed
dogs and rabits were more usual. The fact is that a hen is unusual.
Kirchberger. But it is alive. Every child's animal is alive to it.
('hurch. On the level I was talking on before its eyes become her eyes.
She and whatever life she has had are somehow invested into this ani
mal so she's literally clutching herself.
Berryhill. Does it really matter whether its stuffed or alive?
Kirchberger. I think it does. It's sterile — it's stuffed with cotton.
Berryhill. I can allow it to be both.
Church. Its got to be both because that's the whole sense of the trans
formation. The dead hen is the girl's life.
Berryhill. That way its transformed immediately at the beginning of
the poem.
( hurch. Why don't we let Mr. Crump sum up, what principles of
poetry writing we have touched upon?
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Crump. This won't be so much a summary as a recollection of what
I've said. I think we've all agreed, surprisingly, that the two poems
we've read here and the poems we generally read in undergraduate
literary magazines do show a lack of either interest in form, in the
details, the mechanics as you'd put it,, or a lack of ability, which is to
a certain extent disguised, or one hopes in disguised, by certain tricks
which seem very much of the moment. Poetically that, in fact, a great
deal could be learned if the poet persisted in the development of a
form, a particular form, that meant something to him and to his poem,
which in itself was not haphazard but was designed carefully.
Church. Maybe not conventionally, but he knows the effects of and
can deal with certain rhythms.
Crump. A form, though, that is designed so that it forces him to meet
his obligation to it, as opposed to allowing him to forget it, when it's
not convenient.
I would add one more point on this, in terms of not quite be
ing sure what your form is. If one turns to the romantics or the metaphysicals, one has before him suddenly literally hundreds of forms
which don't suggest anything that will necessarily help him, but which
suggest the many ways in which a stanza can be constructed to con
tain an idea. The great lyric poets insist on their own forms in this
way. The other point I think we've been making, or made at the out
set, is the general lack of specific and concrete detail in these
poems, the general lack of detail which will formally define that which
the poet is seeing in front of him and is trying to make us see.
Church. I think that in these poems there is a great deal of concrete
detail, but that the details chosen, or at least the way they are given
to us, are not very controlled in the kind of responses they call forth.
Crump. Yes, they're not surely handled.
Church. Right, as if the poet is not thinking enough of what he is
forcing his reader to think and to do. Something else that you've said
that very often creative writers can be better served by scrupulous
attention to the criticism and understanding of somebody else's poems.
I think I learned more about writing poems when I studied poems not
from a very historical point of view, than when I wrote a lot of poems
and took them in to be criticized.
Crump. May I add something. It seems right to add that so many
beginning writers find a lack of material to be one of the problems, a
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lack of meaningful material. You can see it in certain professional
writers, Updike is a writer who is writing at the top of his experience
all the time. He's written so much, he's been forced to write so much,
he's so young, that he has very little experience to draw upon. For the
average writer the experience grows and the ability to express the ex
perience emotionally will grow with him. All the early years should be
the years, as they were for Spenser and Milton, of practicing with
the tools so that when he suddenly does have things which are vital to
him to say, he can say them. Many people who might have been poets
cease being poets because they never quite get to that point. They
never get to the point where, when they have something vital to say,
they also have the means to say it.
Kirchberger. The pastoral before epic?
Crump. In a sense, yes, in a sense. I'd hate to have had a great theme,
like Tolstoy's theme in War and Peace, and try to write it at twenty.
Church. I don't think that anyone can go on writing simply to develop
skills. You've got to keep trying to say the best that you can at the
moment.
Crump. I don't mean quite that. I think one should be cold blooded
enough about it to recognize that emphasis early should be at creat
ing tools with which he can later speak.
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MICHAEL BERRYHILL, aspiring photographer, is trying to avoid the
Nikon neurosis.
GEOFFERY COOK is soon to be published in Weed.
JAMES GRANDILLO, when he is not writing poetry or contemplating
marriage, plays rhythm guitar for The Chosen Few of Cleveland.
WILLIAM HENDRICKS, scrutinizes the Greek in Geoffery Cook's poems.
MICHAEL KIRCHBERGER, aspiring editor, occasionally tries to escape
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FIRST KENYON FILM-MAKERS' FESTIVAL
Recently, independent film makers in the U.S. have
redirected world attention back to the American Cinema.
Their films have been winning top prizes in international
competition to surprise critics and a public who had
learned to expect little else from U.S. movie makers than
Hollywood's snazzy products. Well underway at this
time, the New American Cinema represents the most
vital stream today in American art. Innovations in equip
ment have made film making possible for artists who
grew up on the movies." Now the college community
can see these films during a weekend long festival tak
ing place in Rosse Hall, April 1, 2, and 3. The festival
will end with a symposium in which judges David Ossman, poet and editor of The Sullen Art, Joseph Ander
son, film maker and co-author of The Japanese Film,
Peter Sourian, novelist, author of The Gate, and writer
on film, and Miss Ann Guerin, writer on film for Life
Magazine, will discuss the filrps shown, and films in
general.
Films will be screened:
Friday:

1 April, at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Saturday: 2 April, at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Sunday:

3 April, at 2 p.m. Symposium at 8 p.m.

Prices: $2.50 ticket covers all events in the three day
festival.
$1.00 for single events.

WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP
1 14 South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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